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Abstract

*Fritillaria* plant belongs to the lily family (Liliaceae) and naturally grows in cold areas, highlands, rocky slopes and cliffs. This study examines the emergence of this plant in the written references of Traditional Persian Medicine (TPM). In this research, we searched native names of *Fritillaria imperialis* (laleh sarnegoun) in outstanding references of TPM including: Almansori fi Teb, Al-Qanon fi Teb, Al-saidana fi Teb, Al-Abnieh an Haghayegh Al-Advieh, Al-Aghraz Al-Tibbia, Ekhtiyarat Badi’i, Al-Mo’tamed fi Al-AdviehAl-Mofrade, Tazkereh-ye Davoud, Tohfeh Al-Momenin, Makhzan Al-Aladvieh and Mohita’azam. *Fritillaria* is one among thousands of medical materials added to the pharmacopeia books in TPM from Avicenna’s era (the 4th century AH) up to the 13th century AH. In our review, the first report of *Fritillaria* was found in the book of Tohfeh Al-Momenin written by Hakim Mo’men Tonekaboni. He discovered the therapeutic effect of the oil of *Fritillaria imperialis* against sciatica. TPM was represented as a dynamic medicine, culture characterized by continual expansion of its written references.
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Introduction

The history of traditional medicine is as old as human life (1). Traditional Persian Medicine (TPM) is one of the oldest medical schools dating back to nearly ten thousand years (2). This paradigm of medicine introduced humeral theory to improve health and treatment for a large part of the world for centuries. Based on TPM, using medical materials and herbal drugs is one of the major therapeutic steps. Prominent Persian physicians, including Avicenna, Haly Abbas, Rhazes *et al.*, have contributed for centuries to the accumulation of knowledge as they have written valuable books. Although TPM’s rate of promotion has varied during its history, it has never been static. *Fritillaria imperialis* is a member of the Lily family (Liliaceae) which consists of 99 species. It is widely distributed in moderate regions of the Northern
hemisphere (3-5). Nowadays 15 species are found in Iran. Fr
tillaria imperialis (also called Ashk-e Maryam) is one of the members of this family that grows every year in its endemic region and has a perennial large bulb. Morphologically, it has a thick brown cylindrical stem, bare of leaves under flowers. Located in the lower part of the stem, the spear-like leaves are green, oval and sharp. A bunch of leaves at the end of the stem grows and 5 to 8 Bell-shaped red flowers with curved peduncles appear at the end of leaves. This plant grows widely in Iran, usually in May (6). Flowers can be yellow, red and orange. F. imperialis’s significance in economy and tourism is confirmed (7). According to the policies undertaken by environmental protection agencies, Fritillaria imperialis is considered as a genetic storage and aesthetic factor the protection of which is necessary. (Directive No. 15 Dated 27.11.1385 or 2.15. 2006. Supreme council on the Environment) Today, in addition to the aesthetic value associated with Fritillaria imperialis, its medicinal value is acknowledged too. Fr
tillaria imperialis grows in few places around the world. This plant is native to southern Turkey, Cyprus and Iran (9). This plant has many therapeutic applications in China and is used in the treatment of dysmenorrhea, dental pain, a sore throat and rheumatic as well as muscular pain (10-11). The raw bulb of this medical material has been used as an important drug in traditional Chinese medicine for long years (10). In China this plant is used to treat cough and mucus (12).

In this study we want to track the emergence of Fritillaria imperialis in written references of TPM to understand its indications of treatment in other studies.

Methods

This research is a review of the literature that focused on the written references of TPM, to find the track of Fritillaria imperialis. Outstanding books in pharmacology of TPM (called Mofradat in TPM) from the early Islamic centuries were searched to find the first reports about this plant. We searched the native name of Fritillaria imperialis (laleh sarnegoun and laleh vazhgoon) in the following books: Kitab Al-Hashaesh which is an Arabic translation of Dioscorides’s De Materia Medica (200 BC), Almansori fi Teb written by Razhes (3rd and 4th centuries AH), The Canon of Medicine written by Avicenna (4th and 5th centuries AH), Al-
Saydanah written by Abu Rayhan Al-Biruni (4th and 5th centuries AH), Al-Abniah written by Abu Mansur Harawi (4th and 5th centuries AH), Al-Aghrak written by Seyed Esmail Jourjani (6th century AH), Al-
Motamed written by Malek Mozafar Torkamani (7th century AH), Ekhtiarat Badi’i written by Haj Zianal Attar (8th and 9th centuries AH), Tazkereh written by Davoud Antaki (10th century AH), Tohfe Al-Mo’emenin written by Hakim Mo’men Tonekaboni (11th century AH), Makhzan Al-Adavis written by Aghili Khorasani (12th century AH) and Mohit A’zam written by Muhammad A’zam Khan Chashi (13th century AH).

Results

1. The list of names possibly associated with Fritillaria imperialis in the sources:

In the early texts of traditional medicine there are several names that may resemble Fritillaria imperialis. These terms include: akili al malek, arargheisari, shirpar flower, laleh vazhgoon, laleh sarnegoon, malodorus laleh, negin flower, ashk-e Maryam. However, it seems that laleh vazhgoon and laleh sarnegoon are the most commonly repeated terms for Fritillaria imperialis in TPM references.

2. Fritillaria imperialis in ancient texts of TPM:

There was no mention of this plant in the early books of traditional medicine including Al-Hashaesh, Al-
Mansori fi Teb written by Razhes, The Canon of Medicine, Al-Saydanah, Al-Abniah, Al-Aghrak, Al-
Motamed, and Ekhtiarat Badi’i. Probably, they had not presumed any medicinal role for this plant, or even did not know it.

3. The first report:

According to this study, it seems that the first report about this plant is found in Tohfe Al-Mo’emenin. In this book, Hakim Seyyed Mohammad Mo’men Ibn Amir Mohammad Zaman Hosseini Deylami has mentioned this plant under the name of laleh sarnegoon and has cited it: “Laleh sarnegoun is the name of a famous plant, implanted in gardens. To make its oil, the root (bulb) should be beaten and then boiled with the same amount of sheep fat till its water is vaporized and oil remained. It is utilized for the treatment of Sciatica’’.
The next report of this plant is available in Makhzan Al-Advieh written by Aghili Alavi Khorasani (14): “Laleh sarnegoon is the Persian name of a famous plant found in gardens. To make its oil, its bulb should be beaten and then boiled with the same amount of sheep fat till its water is vaporized and oil remained. It is utilized for the treatment of Sciatica”. Hakim Mohammad A’zam Khan (Nazim Jahan) (15) has also expressed this report with the same words: “Laleh sarnegoon is the Persian name of a famous plant found in gardens. To make its oil, its bulb should be beaten and then boiled with the same amount of sheep fat till its water is vaporized and oil remained. It is utilized for the treatment of Sciatica”. Fritillaria imperialis is one of the rarest species of flowers. It is considered as one of the wild native plants found in mountainous regions of Iran. This plant grows in a wide range in cold climates such as cold heights of Alborz, Kohgiloyeh and Boyer Ahmad, Oshtorankooh of Lorestan, and Golestan mountain in Khansar (all of them are mountains in Iran) (16).

On the basis of our study, the first report of Fritillaria imperialis with the name of laleh sarnegoun has been delivered by Hakim Mo’men in his book. Tohfe Al-Momenin (11th century AH). In his description he mentioned the popularity of this plant (possibly at his era). Moreover, it seems that it had a decorative use.

Hakim Mo’men moved from Tonekabon (North of Iran) to Isfahan (in the center of Iran) in the 11th century AH. He investigated, searched and identified during his travel many of native Iranian medicinal plants. As we know, among the habitats of Fritillaria imperialis, Alborz is one of the most famous Iranian mountains. Hakim Mo’men chose Alborz as the path from which he would move to Isfahan. So it seems that the routine habit of TPM physicians in adding their personal experience to the body of knowledge is true about this medical material too. Fritillaria imperialis is only one example among thousands of medical materials added to pharmacology books, as one part of the written references comprising TPM, from Avicenna era to Aghili’s time.

This case corroborates the dynamics of TPM that has not limited itself to ancient knowledge, and has continually contributed to the expansion of human knowledge through the depiction of physician’s experience. This point about Fritillaria imperialis can be understood by the term of “Experienced” in Hakim Mo’men’s phrases.

The next point advocated by this research refers to its recommendation for the local application of this drug. As probably Hakim Mo’men had been aware, the oral administration of this drug can be poisonous, so he recommended merely the topical application. New findings of medicine confirm this view of the so-called physicians based on the fact that there is a kind of dangerous and poisonous Glycoside named Cyclamine in fresh bulb of plants that is lost when heated (17).

Another noticeable point in Hakim Mo’men’s description is the detoxification of this plant’s bulb by using fat. Moreover, TPM theories suggest that this process may enhance its effect on muscles.

The similarity between the texts written by Hakim Aghili and Hakim A’zam Khan, and Hakim Mo’men’s arguments is another important point about Fritillaria imperialis. It seems that Hakim Aghili and Hakim A’zam trusted him. This instance may help us realize the structure observed by TPM physicians in their books. Hence, they considered one of their accepted books as the basis and then marginally added their opinions to it. If they also had new experiences about a particular herb or a drug that did not approve the basis, they would add them to the text with a high degree of venerability.

Therefore, it seems that Tohfeh Al-Mo’menin has always been accepted as a basis for posterior physicians in TPM because of its writer's self research and experience. Finding therapeutic effects of this plant in Hakim Mo’men’s surroundings and presenting it to the world of science is an evidence of this claim.

**Conclusion**

Today, many functions have been proposed for this plant including analgesic effects (due to the existence of some Alkoloids e.g., impericine, forticine), efficacy in relieving various pains including dysmenorrhea, toothache, rheumatic and muscle pain (10-11), anti-cough and mucus effects (used in Chinese traditional medicine) (16) and anti-tumor effects (19). However, the pattern used by TPM physicians in the expansion of science implies the necessity to conduct more studies concerning the therapeutic uses of Fritillaria imperialis.
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